When I put the following LIST plugin showing the contents of a file gallery:

```
{LIST()}
  {filter field="gallery_id" content="4"}
{LIST}
```

I get a:
System error.
The following error message was returned:

Unknown column 'created' in 'order clause'

The query was:
SELECT * FROM `index_57c5a14334249` WHERE 1=1 AND (`searchable` = 'y' AND `gallery_id` = '4') ORDER BY `created` desc

The built query was likely:
SELECT * FROM `index_57c5a14334249` WHERE 1=1 AND (`searchable` = 'y' AND `gallery_id` = '4') ORDER BY `created` desc

This does not happen in the blog post preview or in a wiki page.

Workaround
Curious indeed, but it seems to be because tiki-view_blog_post.php uses a default sort_mode of "created_desc" for no apparent reason and this confuses the list plugin. There is a workaround though, you can specify the sort_arg for the pagination like this:

```plaintext
{LIST()}
   {pagination sort_arg="list_sort_mode"}
   {filter field="gallery_id" content="4"}
{LIST}
```

and it then works ok (but who knew!?)
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It seems the code in tiki-view_blog_post.php makes sense.
The issue is with plugin LIST not ignoring $_REQUEST['sort_mode']
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